FIGURE 1: CONTACT SHEET: 24 SELECTED IMAGES FROM THE VMP BY BLAKE SMITH

Years of Collecting: The Visual Memoir Project (2011-present)
In the late nineteen seventies, photography critic, playwright, novelist, and filmmaker Susan Sontag was interviewed for Rolling Stone magazine by Jonathan Cott (2013). Sontag's seminal book, On Photography, had been recently published, and she had undergone significant surgery and treatment for breast cancer which provided the life material for her book, Illness as
Metaphor. Cott first interviewed her in Paris, then they continued the conversation in New York City a few months later. As Sontag told Cott, she was worried that if they didn't finish the interview soon, she "may change too much." She said "I write partially in order to change myself so that once I write about something I don't have to think about it anymore" and that after "having done it, I'm already someplace else." Cott replied "In a way, it sounds like a firefly that at the very moment you see its light you realize that it's in fact already flown off somewhere else" (Cott, 2013, p. 122-123) . Sontag agreed.
As a creative, personal endeavor and an intellectual undertaking, I have spent the past several years creating a collection of photographs that attempt to take on a "visual life writing 1 " project as photographic memoir. Entitled the Visual Memoir Project (VMP), this essay hopes to shed some narrative insight into its intentionality 2 , emergent qualities, and influences both artistic and pedagogical. Included here are only a small selection of digital images from a much larger series which, in final form, I envision printed in a book along with creative writing, field notes, and poetry. Equally vulnerable and cathartic to take on as a long-term project, the VMP 1 The conception of "visual life writing" through photography is encouraged by the collaborative work of Anita Sinner and Jade Owen (2011) , appreciating "life writing" as a poetic, reflective, and pedagogical practice illustrated by Carl Leggo (2005 Leggo ( , 2010 , Timothy Adams (2000) , and many others. Employed here as an everyday photographic practice, "visual life writing" performs as an active ritual and an ongoing artistic rumination on the passage of time. Knowing, Being Ethical, and Negotiating New Data Collection and Production. began initially as an a/r/tographic inquiry in graduate school 3 about mementos, displacement from home, and letting go. Slowly (and certainly not without frustration, poor decisions, or days without pictures or inspiration), it has grown into a dissertation-turned-deeply-personalundertaking still in the making. As I write this and imagine where the inquiry may or may not lead, the memoir continues to unfold. Something new is being learned every day, with every new image. I am uncertain where (or how) it will ever gain completion to close its final chapter, but I draw guidance from the title of a lovely book about artist and activist Dan Eldon's visual journals: The Journey is the Destination: The Journals of Dan Eldon (Eldon & Eldon, 1997) .
Because the moments and scenes recorded have all passed yet retain a presence in photographic form, they are Cott's fireflies flown elsewhere. Like Sontag, I, too, am "already someplace else" -as time passes, my thinking about, understanding of, and attachment to the project changes. Sequencing, juxtaposition, thematic groupings, and emotional pull all vary.
This is suggestive of a fluid rather than fixed method of understanding or way of seeing (and seeing art), as well as an invitation to confront the desires behind one's work. Looking back, it seems that the way we might make sense of that which beckons our attention is rarely understood the same way twice.
Named a memoir (Karr, 2015; Rieff, 2008 4 ), the VMP includes a curated selection of encounters (both sought and stumbled upon) that have been gathered photographically to tell 3 All ideas are born somewhere and are worth tracing back to their origin. I have found that being immersed in creative and intellectually-challenging environments (such as stimulating classrooms and working with supportive mentors) is where such ideas may come into being. In its infancy, the VMP began unexpectedly in a graduate level A/r/tography course taught by Dr. Rita Irwin at The University of British Columbia in 2011.
Thinking about the memories and deep histories embedded in cherished objects, I began photographing personal mementos brought with me to Canada (such as my grandmother's locket -see Smith, 2014) , writing letters and poetry to them. Over time, this later led to the VMP as a series paying close attention, in part, to relationships with personal and found objects, as well as referencing the work of contemporary artists, which draws inspiration from my mentorship by Dr. Donal O'Donoghue. a visual story of a particular aesthetic tone. It is a project in that it is challenging, educational, and durational; it involves qualitative methods and research questions around ethics, memory, and photography's pedagogical potential. For me, it represents a path of inquiry that begs to be followed, yet its outcome and final shot are comfortably unknown. And it is visual because of the photographs and the nature of thoughtful observation they entail. This path of inquiry was followed with purpose in photographic form because the visual is a language that (I think) I can make sense of/with. Thinking with Sontag and others, I am also trying not to define but rather to better understand ethical practices for both the photographer and the photographed so that implications are never sidelined. An emergent through-line of this study invites consideration towards the capacity for the teaching artist, a teacher and maker of art, to be a storyteller and to take on the same kinds of intimate projects she asks of her students. Spanning several years to date, the body of work covers specific temporal, geographical, and psychological terrains; as such, the contexts of time, place, and pain each play a significant role, and one does not exist without the other. This terrain includes photographs taken in/near some of the places I have lived, traveled through, or called home as well as scenes captured along certain neighborhood streets and emotional paths I have walked day after day, camera in hand. If a turn to experience in art education shifts attention away from equating art education exclusively with the production of objects of a physical nature (from which the initiated can make determinations and appraisals), it calls us to consider and imagine other ways of making, and therefore, it has the potential to engage us differently in thinking about making processes (p. 110).
Further, he suggests that "certain things are possible when we cultivate an attitude of openness, curiosity, inquiry, delayed judgment, trying and undergoing, becoming and unbecoming, possibility and potentiality" (O'Donoghue, 2015, p. 110) . It is in the very spirit of these ideals that this research project is carried out.
As visual artifacts constituting a "living archive" (Riaño-Alcalá & Baines, 2011), the images I have tried to create/collect are evidence of an intentional thinking through and devotion of immense time in the service of an idea. In the case of a dissertation with a deliberate artistic lean, the aim is a scholarly passion project that relies on and trusts, at its very heart center, the knowing that comes from looking closely. It also holds space for feeling, which some call the sixth sense, to be positioned as one of many beautiful qualities that can define and in/form qualitative (in this case, arts-based) research. As creative texts, the photographs in the VMP are meant to enhance, juxtapose, inform, and speak back to a textual research narrative that is not (2015), is being "written" in honor of both lives and details. To frame the importance of paying attention to and recording the mundane details of one's everyday life to is to do so precisely because they matter and we may want to remember them. From daily routine activities and the things we walk past but rarely see…to our most substantial, life-changing events that can alter our very being, these are the moments that shape us and make us who we are. In the VMP, a number of themes are being explored, revisited, and made present. Some were recognized from the very beginning, and other themes present themselves with each passing day. By choosing to name them, I wish not to categorize or limit what someone else might see (or not see) in them; instead, the themes speak to what was thought about, walked past, or looked at (or for) at the time of their pictorial arrival. In this ongoing search for meaning and memory, these inquiries include photographic ruminations on loss (Barthes, 2010; Prosser, 2005) , the passage of time (Adams, 2000; Leggo, 2010; Wolfe, 2007) , and the spaces, both tangible and intangile, between presence and absence (Miyako, 2008; Riaño-Alcalá & Baines, 2011) . In some cases, themes or recurrent subject matter only became evident when reviewing contact sheets and proofs afterwards -this is part of the process: the looking back, the act of returning, the edit. Therefore, this body of unfinished work is perhaps a container that presents an opportunity for the illumination of the past in the present, 7 inviting one to picture the ways memories can be bound up in a single image -or series of them. Further, it is suggestive of the potential of photographs as agents and archives of knowledge and is a gesture towards visual memoir-writing as pedagogical as well as ethically-bound.
FIGURE 5: WALKING AMONG GRAVES IN THE MORNING FOG | BY BLAKE SMITH
On Loss & Temporality
As with any project, artwork, or research agenda, there is inevitably the question of why, which we can choose to put an answer to, or not. My why is that, due to some indelible experiences with loss, I have a habit of photographing things I am afraid of losing or forgetting.
In wanting to make sense of this loss through art-making, it seems that years of photographic practice have filled a void where finite explanations may not have existed -but images could. In some ways, photography acts to mediate a fear of letting go and somehow stalls the passage of time, if only for an instant. The images capture light-fall at different hours of the day and try to photographically collect the four seasons that make up a year. Through vision and proximity, I
seek compositional artistry charged with emotional image resonance. As representative of things or moments I hold dear, they are images of subjects I'm afraid will be forever lost -if not photographed, rescued in-camera through "creative practices of remembering" (Keightley & Pickering, 2012) . This project has become my daily act of photographic preservation through attentive observation, rendering time, memory, and experience into two-dimensional snapshots. Selfishly (and longingly), they are nostalgia-gripped refusals to be erased, forgotten (Batchen, 2004) , or to forget (Connerton, 2008) . And while my face is not in any of the photos, I
know I am (or was) there and that this memoir belongs to no one else -a self-portrait of another kind, perhaps. Often compelled to reach out and touch, or to hold gently, something being photographed, I think this is one way I've retained a sense of presence in these photographs -and offered up a reminder to behold fragile things, gently and before they fade away. Maybe the act of photographing my hands becomes a way of saying "I was here."
A substantial challenge being faced in terms of artistic data production (Eisner, 1997) is in the temporal nature of the photograph itself. Thinking with photo theorist and critic Roland Barthes (1980 Barthes ( /2010 , it seems that this series is hoping to capture something that is in fact, already gone -these moments are an album of yesterdays, present only in what is remembered, printed, and archived. Barthes's (1980) concept of the noeme speaks to what has been, reminding us that the present moment is always the past moment -the minute we recognize it or yearn to freeze time, it is already too late and that moment is now gone. We can never return to what was, left only with our sense of loss and these fragments. I gaze at this series in a similar way Barthes gazed towards his mother in the famous Winter Garden
Photograph, discussed at length in his book Camera Lucida (1980). Sadly, I already know that this collection may one day be part of an archive of disappeared, digitized moments (Leggo, 2010 ) -but at least they are here now, so there is something to work with and to treasure.
On Teaching & Learning: Birthplace of An Inquiry
In terms of framing an inquiry, what is important to communicate is how I came to this research: first as a teacher and second as a student. While I now teach at the university level, in my previous career I spent an incredible ten years doing something I love: teaching high school photography, both darkroom and digital. This was an interesting time to be teaching, when most school darkrooms were closing and digital labs were replacing them; I was lucky enough to have access to both and, thus, was able to teach both ways of working with photographs.
(This was also a (rare) moment I recall before smartphones lived in many students' pocket or purse and, as such, have now altered the history of picture taking/making/sharing.) Alongside all of the technical information and visual art standards students needed to learn, the kinds of projects I tended (still tend) to assign were of the reflective, storytelling kind. Invitations were set forth in an effort to help them to each find their own creative place in this world by pointing a camera at whatever they found important, interesting, beautiful, difficult, awe-inspiring, confusing, ordinary, momentous -or simply, worth photographing. In an effort to understand As an "experience-producer" (O'Donoghue, 2015), I will admit to wanting the images they produced to matter, to authentically mean something, and to reflect or reveal a vision as unique as each of them are. In terms of subject matter, we may have started with cliché shots of stop signs and sunsets (Didn't we all start there? I certainly did), but we ended up with enigmatic portraits, compelling compositions, and complex photo essays on topics such as: being adopted, being bullied, falling in love, coming out, playing sports, burying a father and best friend, growing up, and much more. As an artist and art teacher, I made/held space in the classroom for photography to be for them whatever they needed it to be. At that precious time in their fragile, angst-filled, silly, and wild lives, the art classroom became a sanctuary for some.
Beyond technical prowess and art historical knowledge, the cultivation of visual awareness, emotional intelligence, and a gorgeous sensitivity around lived experience through art were paramount to me in my responsibilities as a teacher. Mentioning this is to position some of the intentions behind the VMP, as it seems I was teaching my students to write their own lives into pictures as I am now writing my own. It only makes sense to work through the same kind of questions and pedagogical challenges asked of my students by asking them of myself.
Like some kind of echo-methodology, the impact that those ten years in the classroom (and the years of teaching since) have made is noteworthy, as we are all beckoned by something to do the work that we do and to dream that it might be possible. (There is always some kind of an echo.) As I imagine research that could have art classroom implications, or the influence classroom life has upon the framing of a research endeavor and its goals, I have often turned to the work of contemporary photographers 8 as curricular entry points into visual life writing. In relation to the VMP, I study and teach the work of these photographers because in some way their works, in my view, contend with places of memory and memory of places -as well the things we often leave behind. In their images, I see landscapes of skin and sky juxtaposed against landscapes of grief and belonging. Together, their photographic surveys of places and objects offer visual references 9 for recording traces of "the everyday," for creative remembrance, for responding artistically to loss through art, and for ways of utilizing art to pursue memories.
9 As frameworks for creative and critical observation, I suggest students could benefit greatly from (what are to me) important places. These methods have provided regular opportunities to document, re-photograph, and carefully record and observe areas that I live, move through, and walk within (Solnit, 2002) .
At times, a noble yet frail four-legged companion (my chocolate Labrador) is by my side on these photo-walks, which are almost meditative; in a way, it is tiny, memorable scenes from our life and daily walks together that I am "writing in pictures." As an artist, walking slowly with a dog may seem tiresome or dull; however, it has invited an incredible sense of pause, necessary , 1996) . The exhibition also included works by Taryn Simon, Sze Tsung Leong, and will one day be all that I have left to remember her by. I suppose that is always the case with that which we photograph… Alternatively, on days when I walk alone and therefore travel farther distances as more of a solo explorer, I wander my way to new spaces not knowing where the day will leadphotographable subjects present themselves unknowingly, and new paths are made by walking forward with the faith that interesting subjects will indeed arise. Some days, one photo is all that I take (like photographer William Eggleston, who often challenged himself to just one shot); on other days or travels abroad, I may take hundreds or thousands 11 . Therefore, walking and observing with a camera can offer a productive metaphor for cultivating what Irwin (2006) calls "a spiritual and aesthetic currere: a walking pedagogy of self" (p. 80) within the sites we move through as researchers, artists, and human beings. Methods such as visual life writing, rephotography, and regular photo walks suggest alternative ways for registering experience, generating potentially evocative art/data, and archiving the self in a myriad of ways and places.
Positioning qualitative methods and artistic responses as key to this study, I place immense value on the creative and reflective art-making process, the beautifully-emergent nature of this style of research, and the unknown as welcome territory (both internally and externally) to explore. 
FIGURES 7 & 8 (DIPTYCH): DELICATE SUBJECTS, FOUND WHILE WALKING BY BLAKE SMITH
On Ethics in Photographic Research & Practice
A crucial piece to address is that this work is not without its challenges and ethical dilemmas. As researchers, scholars, and civic pedagogues (teachers, artists, community workers), I think it is vital to make public these kinds of concerns, for much can be learned from the things we push up against or find troubling. While I do find great comfort and creative opportunity with the photographic form in terms of aesthetic, affective, and narrative potential, it would be irresponsible to ignore its deeply rooted, highly contested politicspolitics (and ways of photographing) that have changed drastically in the digital, online era.
Photographic research and practice today certainly offers many great benefits and avenues for visual storytelling and social awareness, but it does not come without its complications: Ethical and moral decisions; public/private lives; questions around representation, privilege, surveillance, access, and human rights; photography's seemingly-unbreakable relationship to social media; consent and permissions; and assumptions about what (or whom) is ok and not ok to photograph are only some of the concerns that come to mind 12 .
Susan Sontag (1973 Sontag ( /2003 challenges the idea of what truly is "picturesque" and described the voyeuristic, acquisitional, and power-driven capacity of photographs and photographers to do possible harm -she alerts us of a possibly tendency to render a kind of image violence by looking through a camera lens and possessing one's subjects, claiming to know them. To some, the photographer may be seen as a voyeur, directly or indirectly preying on his/her subjects through distanced or close observation, moving about various spaces with the permission and access to do so. In my case: equipped with a camera, the privilege of sight, and the physical/political freedom to move about with relative safety and ease (yet, not always safe nor at total ease). Admittedly, obvious discomfort has sometimes been caused by the mere David Rieff (2008 ), Roger Simon (2014 ), and Susan Sontag (1973 /2003 Thus, while this overall inquiry privileges the photographic image as an art form, as a creative research investigation it must call attention to camera consciousness and the privilege, ethics, and complications of photography (Bal, 2007; Sontag, 1973 Sontag, /2003 as well as the ethics of memory work within photographic research -what we hope images will show, do, and who they may serve or potentially harm. For arts-based researchers (or any researchers using photography) and teachers of art, these concerns are paramount when positioning our/others' appetite for visual consumption against a desire for poetic (photographic) presence. It seems this is key when participation and/or collaboration in certain kinds of projects/studies invites the lives of others into the work (Aldridge, 2012; Batsleer, 2011; Lykes, 2010 
On What I've Learned Thus Far…
Living with it (where a project about your life and the life outside of your project slowly seem to merge into one), I have seen the VMP "grow up" right before my eyes -we have grown together actually. One photo somehow became extended: Inspired by a college photo assignment I was once given and later gave to my high school students, this series itself has become an "extended image." Perhaps this could be considered a photographic form of pedagogy that traces the past, cataloguing and reflecting on a teacher's traveled path to inform the writing of a memoir. As personal, autobiographical documents, I will confess that many of the photographs in the VMP series are honest products of the loneliness that sometimes is graduate school, where near-ritualistic creative enterprises such as everyday photography, mindful walking (Jung, 2014) , and visual journaling became necessary -together, they have helped to keep the spirit of learning and the morale of the learner alive. The work also puts into motion "theory to practice" by allowing for an act of "doing" alongside many other related acts In writing this essay and sharing these photographs, my hope is that its scholarly significance (or why this matters) can be found in its attempts -attempts at visuality, at vulnerability, at ethically-bound practice, at creativity in an everyday routine act, and at bringing emotion and memory into conversation with photography. I have tried to consider not just research "findings" but more so the evolutionary process of arriving at and making sense of an artistic research agenda: one that is guaranteed to be flawed, that must be flexible yet rigorous, and is certainly something to be learned from, whatever the end results. By doing work at the intersections of art practice and research method, it reveals what is possible from engaging in the study, making, and research of art as educational (Barone & Eisner, 2012; Sullivan, 2006) and experiential (Dewey, 1934; O'Donoghue, 2015) . Both pay attention to the act and art of thoughtful observation and both appreciate the emergent and nuanced qualities of arts-based educational research. deep meaning, and it is a result of teaching, learning, looking, and being alive. A "fluid of contradictions," this project is in many ways, my "bitter milk" (Grumet, 1988) . As a kind of unexplainable longing to feel with and through the photograph, this project is a prolonged visual statement from a woman who teaches art -and it is her wish, her effort to hold on and let go at the same time. We see excerpts from her photo diary about "the everyday" but it inherently fails to include every sadness and joy and lived moment -everything that, in real life, might be considered the real diary. And yet, the work, the journey, continues…it must. At least for now.
While the VMP strives to locate and develop an awareness of beauty in the banal, it is also imperfect and certainly full of subjectivities, assumptions, and limitations. It is an incomplete record of one person's lived (photographed) experience that cannot avoid interpretation or judgment, and it does not seek such avoidance. By writing about the images and process instead of letting them stand alone, without context, I likely offer up and inevitably shape a certain perception or understanding. The intention is not to define, box in, or over-describe;
instead, I hope to draw attention to the importance of artistic practice to this research effort and highlight what a photographic ritual deeply anchored to one's own life and way of seeing has brought forth: a deliberate slowing down, a hopefully unique way of archiving the self via an alternative research art-text, a shortening of the distance and proximity between a photographer and her surroundings -and most of all, a photographic memoir that captures (what might be) otherwise-unremembered "picturesque" scenes from a fragile time I wish to always remember.
Until the VMP takes its last photographic breath, I plan to continue the search for memory -by taking slow walks and looking closely while living this inquiry with an enchanted sense of wonder, curiosity, and hope from behind the camera lens -one shutter-click, one sunrise, one heartbeat, and one "everyday" at a time.
Postscript | February 2016
This essay was composed in March of 2015. In the spirit of wanting to capture a bracketed moment in time, like a child catching a lightning bug in her mason jar at dusk, this essay reflects the temporal nature of both memoir and photography. It speaks with poetry and frankness to the fleeting wings of time passing. Seasons turn, years go by, and countless meaningful experiences leave their imprints upon our lives. In some cases, memory is marked (and we become shaped) by moments which are difficult yet inevitable -moments when bodies fail, hearts break, and compassionate goodbyes are necessary. Therefore, I dedicate this essay to two brave and noble four-legged companions whom I carry with me in heart and spirit: my dogs Kaylah (1999 Kaylah ( -2016 and Sandi (2000 Sandi ( -2014 . We gain an education in many ways; undoubtedly, my life and art have been greatly enriched from sharing their company all of these wonderful, memorable years.
